An estimate of the impact of very severe ionospheric conditions on the coherent and noncoherent integration process from a two-way, transionospheric, propagation path is obtained for a specific type of frequency-diverse wav,forfiL A bound on the total integration loss that would result from using this waveform during such ionospheric conditions is obtained through the analysis of data from the Wideband satellite experiment.
INTRODUCTION
The impact on the integration process of a hypothetical space-based radar for two-way, transionospheric, propagation paths is analyzed for a frequency-diverse waveform and transmission frcqucncics bctwccn 100 and 1300 MHz. Such a signal can be severely degraded by ionospheric scintillation: the rapid variation of phase, amplitude, angle of arrival, time of arrival, or other signal properties. A� the frequency decreases from S-band to HF, a tra nsionospheric signal experiences more intense scintillation, thereby reducing the signal power at thc rcceivcr so that it is indistinguishable from thc noise (a signal fade). Consequently, one needs to quantify the increased degradation that the signal incurs by propagating through the ionosphere at low frequencies. This is accomplished by analyzing data from the Defense Nuclear Agency's Wideband experiment of 1976-1979 [1] . Theoretical expressions for severe scintillation and measurements from severely disturbed portions of the data are used to determine the impact on the integration process for a specific type of frequency-diverse waveform.
This analysis assumes a highly disturbed environment and a space-based radar system at an equatorial altitude exceeding 900 kIn. Because the part of the ionosphere that significantly affects a propagating signal is generally below this altitude, the returned signal experiences the full impact of the ionosphere twice. Analytical expressions are derived for special cases of the waveform and are evaluated using measured data to generate a reasonable value of the total integration loss that would be experienccd by a monostatie, transionospheric signal in severe scintillation conditions. Portions of the Wideband experiment [1, 2] occurred during periods of intense scintillation and include accurate phase information. Since the Wideband satellite's (P76-5) altitude was greater than 900 kIn (approximately 1030 kIn), the total ionosphere was encountered. The data from forty-one Wideband passes are used to determine a bound for the" total integration loss for the waveform.
Ionospheric scintillation has been measured from VHF [3] through the rare occurrence at C-band [4, 5] . The severity of scintillation clearly increases with decreasing frequency [2, 6, 7] , but the exact analytical relationship between the two is unknown. One incomplete measure of the severity of scintillation is the scintillation index S4, the normalized standard deviation of the received power. Values of S4 on the order of 0.8 or greater are often measured whcn signal fadcs arc obscrvcd. Howcver, values of S4 alone are insufficient for distinguishing the effects on a signal from different periods of solar activity. Because existing quantitative means of characterizing ionospheric scintillation and its effects at a selected carrier frequency are inadequate, the most severe scintillation conditions are associated with five qualitative criteria: when the diurnal, seasonal, and yearly fluctuations of the electron density are at maximal levels; when the satellite is above the ionosphere; and when the boresight of the antenna beam points along the geomagnetic field lines. Accordingly, for a given frequency, the most severe scintillation is characterized by three temporal and two geometrical factors and depends on how much ionospheric irregularity structure of the electron density is encountered by a propagating signal. In the analysis that follows, conditions that are somewhat weaker are taken; that is, the first four criteria are assumed to be truc, but only those grazing angles which avoid satisfaction of the last criterion are allowed.
With respect to the data, only three of the preceding five criteria were met since the data were taken near solar minimum and the lines of sight from the Wideband satellite to the two equatorial ground stations (Ancon, Peru and Kwajalein Atoll, Marshall Islands) were not aligned with the geomagnetic field. However [2] demonstrates that strong scintillation is frequency dependent and is present in a fair amount of the data. Hence the subsequent theoretical analysis is applicable to the data. In addition, the Wideband satellite had one major advantage; specifically, it was a coherent beacon that provided an essentially undisturbed phase reference at S-band, thereby permitting a full, reliable characterization of the complex signal statistics associated with ionospheric scintillation.
A critical element in determining the environmental effect on an SBR system is the maximum length of time it can coherently integratc without experiencing a significant loss. The satellite geometry imposes several important limitations, two of which are: 1) large target ranges, and 2) low transmitter power. Both imply a low received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per pulse. To compensate for this, the transmitted energy is partitioned into a group of pulses at a given frequency, called a burst, which are coherently integrated upon rcccption to achieve a highcr SNR. However, the length of time over which a set of pulses is coherent is limited by the decorrelation time TO of the signal; that is, the coherent processing interval TCI exceeding TO induces a loss in integration performance. The transmitted energy is further subdivided into a set of bursts so that the coherently integrated outputs from each burst are noncoherently summed in a postdetection integration process.
The noncoherent integration achieves the greatest SNR gain when the inputs are statistically independent. Therefore the transmitted waveform, depicted in Fig. 1 (a) dwell. The same set of frequencies are used for every look, with the minimal separation time between looks large enough to guarantee that the echoes from the looks are statistically independent. The duration of a burst is invariant both within a look and from look-to-Iook and slightly exceeds the coherent integration time TCI. The main idea is to integrate coherently for as long as the ionosphere allows with a minimal loss and to take advantage of the fact that echoes from frequencies having a minimal separation greater than the coherence bandwidth of the ionospheric channel are statistically independent. The coherence bandwidth fa is the greatest lower bound of all differences in frequency for which the returns from the individual frequencies are statistically independent and hence decorrelated. So the returns from a waveform of this type should essentially be statistically independent across all bursts that comprise a look, and the noncoherent integration of these looks will be maximized. The reasonableness of assuming that a real SBR could be developed with an operating bandwidth that can guarantee the statistical independence of distinct frequency bursts has been demonstrated in the literature. Earlier processing of the same Wideband data set [8; 9, pp. 87-90] resulted in a 34 MHz coherence bandwidth at 396 MHz. In addition, [10, cq. (31) ] derives an analytical expression for fo, which states that it is directly proportional to the fourth power of the carrier frequency. By applying this prescription to the result at 396 MHz, a 0.5 MHz coherence bandwidth at 138 MHz is deduced. If one were to assume that a radar system at 138 MHz has a relative bandwidth of 2% (the ratio of the absolute bandwidth of the system to the center of its operating band), four bursts with a 0.75 MHz frequency separation would easily fall within the operating band of the system. Since the separation between adjacent bursts exceeds fa, the echoes from the four bursts would be statistically independent. Furthermore, more recent experimental data [11] The first item addressed is the derivation of an analytical expression for the theoretical coherent integration loss, which is based on the assumption that the autocorrelation of the complex received signal for strong scintillation conditions is normally distributed. This is followed by the calculation of a data-dependent coherent integration loss, which then is compared with the theoretical prediction by plotting both as functions of the ratio of TO to TCI' It is shown that good agreement exists between them so that the data-dependent coherent integration loss is reasonably well modeled by the theoretical prediction. A cumulative distribution of the coherent integration loss for a set of satellite passes is then generated from the To-statistics of the passcs and the theoretical expression of the coherent integration loss for a specified TCI. The total integration loss is intimately related to the coherent integration loss, and this connection is examined in the last section.
In particular, for the specific values of Tel> N b p h N l pd and orbits similar to that of the Wideband experiment, a procedure for determining a bound on the total integration loss from the cumulative distribution of the coherent integration loss is described and implemented.
II. THEORETICAL COHERENT INTEGRATION LOSS
It is straightforward to formulate an expression for the theoretical coherent integration loss as a function of the autocorrclation of the complex envelope of the received signal of a two-way propagation path appropriate to a monostatic geometry [12] . 
For a highly disturbed ionosphere arising from ambient conditions [1] or from high-altitude nuclear detonations [13, 14] , the amplitude of the received voltage for one-way propagation paths is characterized by the Rayleigh probability density function. Since the in-phase and quadrature components of a received, baseband signal that are independent, identically distributed, zero-mean, uncorrelated, Gaussian random processes lead to a Rayleigh-distributed amplitude, one usually assumes that the in-phase and quadrature components have these distributional characteristics for severe scintillation conditions. Moreover, the autocorrelation of the received voltage E is the 
where IEI2 is the mean power for the window of data being processed and the normalized autocorrelation RE of E is the positive, real-valued function
Recall that the quantity TO is the complex signal decorrelation time for the two-way propagation path.
In general, RE is complex, but the data supports (4) the contention that it behaves like (4) for saturated scintillation. Furthermore, the relationship between the received signal spectrum and autocorrelation function is given by the Fourier transform pair
Generally, the power spectrum of the received signal is more available than the autocorrelation function, hence the integration in (9) is often more useful than the summation in (7).
Next define the coherent integration loss LeI as the ratio of the average output power in the presence of scintillation to the average output power in its absence. Thus P Le I = -::-:-----: :-:-: ----:
is a number between 0 and 1. If the effects of fading are negligible, the numerator and denominator of (10) are approximately equal, and LeI is slightly less than unity.
In the event of saturated scintillation conditions, the power spectrum SE is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of (4) and yields
A few observations about SE are necessary for the upcoming discussion of LeI. Clearly, the integral of SE over all frequencies is 271', and for each fixed w,
. The limiting case of small TO is of interest because it
-00 SE (W) = 1:00 RE(T)e -iWT dT. 
1=1 n=l
Replace RE with the integral in (5) and change the order of the double summation and integration to obtain
2 71' -00 1=1 n=l which after some algebraic manipulation can be simplified to
where 6 is the Dirac delta. The behavior in both limiting cases is apparent in a plot of SE as a function of wand TO (see Fig. 2 ).
Given the preceding results for SE, the numerator and denominator in (10) are now derived. First, substitute (11) into (9) to obtain the average power P in the presence of saturated scintillation
,. 6 where the integrals are obtained from [17, p. 480, formula 4, sect. 3.896] . Equation (14) provides a reasonably compact, closed form for P that depends explicitly on M, T, and TO. In addition, one can determine P(no fading) by taking the limit of (14) as TO approaches infinity. Hence
The same result is achieved by letting the signal in (7) be constant and provides a nice check on the calculation. Finally, inserting (14) and (15) into (10) leads to the analytical expression
for the theoretical coherent integration loss, which is the reciprocal of the result given by [18, eq. (41)1.
When one examines both definitions of LeI, it is clear that the conclusions are identical. To relate (16) to the Wideband experimcntal data, T is the sampling interval t;"t (2 ms) of the data. In the terminology of a pulsed SBR, the quantity M is identified with the number of pulses per burst over which the system coherently integrates. This implies that the coherent integration time Tel is MT. These associations pcrmit (16) to be rewritten as Clearly the loss depends on the two independent quantities, Tel and TO. The former is a system parameter, and the latter is determined by the environment. For a fixed T el , and hence for a fixed M, consider the behavior of LeI for the two limiting cases of TO approaching infinity and zero. The only place that TO enters (17) is in the exponent. Thus, in the event of saturated scintillation,
so that the loss is the reciprocal of the number of pulses per burst. The other limit represents the situation when no scintillation is present, and one would expect no loss, which corresponds to the value of unity for LeI. This is, in fact, the case as is demonstrated by
To facilitate system analyses, the coherent integration loss (CIL) is transformed into decibels via the relationship (20) where the units of elL are decibels (dB). Graphs of CIL for several values of the coherent integration tim e are provided in Fig. 3 . The behavior of all the curves with M greater than or equal to 5 is essentially the same for To/TCl 2: 0.2. If segments of the plots are enlarged for this part of the domain, it becomes apparent that the plots are not identical; however, the maximum difference among all six curves taken over all the abscissae exceeding 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 is at most 1.3, 0.26, 0.16, and 0.12 dB, respectively. Depending on the particular system, the differences may be insignificant. The curves diverge for To/TCl < 0.2, with a plot corresponding to a larger coherent integration time having a greater CIL at any abscissa. In fact, for a specific TCI, the value of CIL at TO = 0 is 10l0gl O M.
III. DATA DETRENDING AND MEASUREMENT OF TO
Before comparing the measured and theoretical coherent integration losses, a brief discussion of the data is in order. For a specific frequency and a given satellite pass, a raw data file roughly consists of 370,000 complex samples {I(UTz) + iQ(UTl)}, where I and Q are the in-phase and quadrature components, respectively. These samples are rccorded at universal times {UTz } [19, p. 103] . To account for amplitude and phase variations, the complex envelope E = 1+ iQ = Vexp(i¢) is considered, where V and ¢ are the associated magnitude and phase of the complex envelope of the signal.
Prior to processing the data further, long-term deterministic trends in the received power (and hence V) caused by the antenna pattcrn of the transmitter and by the slowly varying free-space path loss are removed. Thus the remaining variations in the power V2 result from ionospheric scintillation only. Because detrending the phase at this juncture results in the loss of phase information arising from the background (in situ) electron density, the raw phase is modified only as needed. In particular, since the deterministic component of the raw phase does introduce a loss in subsequent calculations involving the coherent integration process, the raw phase samples for those calculations are corrected (detrended) by removing an estimated linear component.
The removal of the trend term from V2 is accomplished by choosing a subset of the data to which a function is fit according to some desired criterion. In particular, certain smoothness properties are guaranteed by fitting the data to a B-spline function [20, p. 255] VJ(UT). In effect, a best-fit function is generated that provides a smooth fit to the actual received power as a function of time (UT) during the pass. This approximation to the decimated data set is referred to as the trend. Then each power sample V2(UT/) is divided by the spline function evaluated at U Tz to form a new set of points
which represents the rapidly varying (detrended) part of the data. Equation (21) defmes the detrended power and voltage.
The specifics of how this detrending process is applied to the Wide band data set is now addressed. The temporal spacing betwccn each recorded sample on the Wideband data tapes is 2 ms. Prior to the calculation of the spline-fit to the received power, the data is averaged over a period of 50 ms (the choice of 50 ms is ad hoc), corresponding to the duration of 25 samples, in order to decimate the enormous number of samples. Thus each successive group of 25 values of the received power is replaced by the average power over those 25 samples and is associated with the universal time of the middle sample. This first step yields a significant reduction in the number of samples used as input to the spline-fit routine and at the same time performs a small amount of averaging. It is to this set of average values that the spline-fit is applied. The remainder of the procedure follows the prescription of the preceding paragraph.
Figs. 4-9 summarize this initial processing of the recorded data for ANCON satellite passes 08904 and 06304 at VHF (137.6748 MHz), UHF (413.0244 MHz), and L-band (1239.0730 MHz). Each of these summary plots consists of three frames representing the trend of the power (or intensity) of the original data, the detrended intensity, and the phase of the original returns as functions of universal time. The top frames display the trend, which is a smoothed version of the actual received power. The middle panel in each figure shows the detrended power that remains after the trend is removed. The product of the trend and detrended power (the data in the top two panels) is the actual measured power during the satellite pass. The lower panel sketches the phase recorded during the pass. This phase history is obtained from the I and Q samples of the original data by using the arctangent operation to compute values of the phase between 0 and 211' rad, to which multiples of 211' are added until changes in phase from sample-to-sample are smaller than 11' rad. Figs. 4--9 indicate that phase fluctuations always accompany amplitude scintillation and that tremendous changes in phase can occur over the duration of the pass; however because of the large vertical scales in the bottom frames of these figures, phase fluctuations (scintillation) are not visible even though present. In the next section, these raw phases are detrended to remove the deterministically induced Doppler errors associated with the coherent integration process.
In short, the preceding process results in the detrended sequence {ED (UTI)}, which is defined by
In addition to picking out the scintillating portion (Vn) of the voltage, the detrending operation transforms the complex envelope into dimensionless samples (En(Um)· According to [9, 18] , the signal decorrelation time TO corresponds by definition to the 1/ e point of the magnitude of the autocorrelation (MCF) of the complex samples of the received signal (equation (22». Thus measurements of TO are obtained from the Wideband data by computing the l/e point for a data window consisting of the first 4096 samples of the complex signal (corresponding to a time duration of 8.192 s), by sliding the data window 1024 samples (2.048 s) and computing the 1/ e point for it, and by repeating the process until all the data (roughly 370,000 samples) from a particular satellite pass at each frequency are exhausted. This results in 350 to 360 measurements of TO at each frequency per pass. Histograms of TO are found in [21, p. 17] and Fig. 13 . Further numerical computations for TO are not provided. However the imaginary parts of the autocorrelations are approximately zero for data windows corresponding to saturated scintillation (S4 � 1), and the corresponding magnitudes are well approximated by the Gaussian function of (4) with TO as the 1/ e point.
IV. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORET ICAL COHERENT INTEGRATION LOSSES
Since it is desirable to use an analytical expression for the coherent integration loss, the first goal of this section is to demonstrate the validity of (17) for strong scintillation by comparing the theoretical coherent integration loss with measurements of coherent integration loss created from the Wideband data. When this is accomplished, values of TO for all Ancon satellite passes are substituted into the expression for the theoretical coherent integration loss to generate a cumulative distribution of the coherent integration loss for this set of passes.
For each satellite pass, the detrended samples of the complex envelope for the one-way path, given by (22), are modified by squaring the complex received signal to reflect the predicted, detrended, complex envelope for the two-way path of a monostatic SBR [22] . Thus the starting point for the data analysis of the two-way propagation path is the sequence (23) of the "two-way," de trended (dimensionless), complex "voltages." These data are processed as follows to arrive at an average coherent integration loss per burst for a 4096-sample data window and a nominal burst length of 0.256 s.
Recall that the coherent integration loss is the ratio of the output of a coherent integration filter in the presence of scintillation to the output of the filter in its absence. Since the measurements are made during scintillation, the average power obtained over the entire data window is needed to derive the integration gain without scintillation. To get a measured value of the output of the coherent integrator, this set of samples is broken into 32 nonoverlapping bursts, each consisting of 128 samples of 0.256 s duration. The integration gain (or average coherent integrator output of the window) is defined to be the average power gain of the 32 bursts. Th obtain the integration gain, first coherently sum over each of the 32 bursts. This yields the complex voltage gain for each burst, from which the power gain per burst is computed. The average output of the coherent integrator results from averaging the powers of the 32 bursts under the To obtain the coherent integration loss, it is necessary to normalize the average gain dcscribed above through division by the gain that would have been achieved had the received signal been steady (no scintillation). The best estimate of the gain in the absence of scintillation is the product of the number (4096) of samples per window and the average power of these samples.
The effect of the normalization on a signal that is constant over the window is to produce unity as the coherent integration loss. Changes in the amplitude of the signal cause variations in the coherent integration gain, and any phase change from pulse-to-pulse results in a loss in the coherent summation. Hence both contribute to make the normalized integration gain less than unity. Since the coherent summation process used here essentially calculates the zero-Doppler output of a discrete Fourier transform, a non-zero Doppler causes a reduction in the filter output. Therefore, the presence of rapid pulse-to-pulse phase variations that cause losses in the integration gain are indicated by non-zero Doppler. Fig. 10 is an example of the coherent integration gain for the VHF data from ANCON 08904. The detrended power corresponding to this example is displayed in Fig. 4 . The top and middle frames of Fig. 10 give the average integration gain and Doppler frequency, respectively. In particular, the top curve is obtained by plotting the average integration gain for each window, and the middle curve is generated from the analysis described in the Appendix.
On close inspection, the effect of Doppler on the coherent integration process can be discerned. For example, in the early minutes of ANCON 08904, where little or no scintillation is present, the Doppler frequency of the received signal induces a decrease in the integrated power out of the zero Doppler filter, which manifests itself as the large dip occurring at around 14740 UT. From the middle curve of Fig. 10 , one can estimate a Doppler of -1.75 Hz resulting from the rapid phase changes of the signal for this part of the pass. Since this value has been computed for the one-way path and since the two-way phase values are doublc the one-way phase measurements, the value for the two-way path is -3.5 Hz. Now the Doppler resolution for a burst of 0.256 s duration is 3.91 Hz. Thus the Doppler offset from zero of approximately 3.5 Hz for the two-way path is almost equal to the Doppler resolution. In other words, the actual Doppler location is close to a null in the filter response. For this reason therc is vcry little energy at the output of the coherent integration filter, resulting in the large loss at 14740 UT associated with the Doppler offset from zero.
The origin of the Doppler offset is the presence of a deterministic component in the Widcband phase measurements. The measured Wideband phase at radian frequency Wo has two predominant sources, phase scintillation and the total electron content (TEC) along the propagation path [2, eq. (6)]. The physical mechanisms for these two contributions respectively are the irregularities (random) and the mean value (deterministic) of the in situ electron density. Since the derivation of the theoretical expression for the coherent integration loss (equation (17)) assumes that only a random component is present, one would not expect good agreement between the theoretical expression and the data unless the deterministic component of the phase is removed. To remove the cffeets of phase changes incurred by the TEC along the propagation path, hence deterministically induced losses in the integration gain associated with the Doppler offset from zero, the original samples of the phase are modified in the following manner. First the average Doppler fd over each 8.192 s window is computed from the difference between the values of the phase at the first and last samples of the window (see Appendix); then an appropriate multiple of fd is subtracted from each sample. Let I index the 4096 samples. The Doppler-corrected phase of the Ith sample is given by
where D.t is the sampling interval of the data (2 ms) and fd is calculated with (33). For a signal with linear phase variation over the window, the correction just described would give perfect cancellation of the phase changes caused by TEC-induced Doppler and therefore maximize the coherent integration gain. To a large
. . into (17) to obtain a value of LeI. This collection of losses is then converted to dB (equation (20)), from which the cumulative distribution of ClL is obtained. intent of this work to go into a extensive analysis of 2) and 3); however, three special cases are delineated which are believed to determine bounds on the actual total integration loss: a) all bursts from all looks are completely coherent; b) the bursts in each look are completely coherent, but the looks are statistically independent; and c) the bursts in each look are statistically independent, and all looks are statistically independent. It is believed that separating the looks so that they are nearly statistically independent prcsents no problem; consequently, the actual system response to the waveform lies somewhere between cases b) and c).
In any event, the total integration loss LTJ is defined by the formula, L P rI
in the same way that the coherent integration loss is given by (9) . The summand is the output power of the coherent integrator for the bth burst in the lth look, which when added yields the output power of the noncoherent integrator; and PCI(no fading) is the output power of every burst in the absence of ionospheric scintillation. Now the total integration loss is considered for the limiting cases.
In case a), the Nlpd Nb pl bursts making up the looks are completely coherent. Hence the {PcI(b,/)} are identical. Let P CJ(bo,lo) represent the coherently integrated power of any burst for some choice (bo,lo)
= LCI(bo, 1 0 ) CI no la mg (26) by (9) . Hence the total integration loss in this instance is nothing more than the coherent integration loss of any burst.
When all bursts within each given look for a statistically independent set of looks are complctely coherent (case b» , the output power in the presence of fa ding is Nip, PT/ = L Nb plPCJ(bo, I)
1=1
Ni" = NbplPCI(no fading) LLcI(bo,l), (27) which leads to 
so that the average indicated by (29) may be computed.
After calculating the ave rage, it is then expressed in dB. This is done 100,000 times to create 100,000 values of TIL, which generate the cumulative distribution of the total integration loss. In particular, the bound on the combined coherent and noncoherent (total) integration loss is generated for a specific waveform (four bursts per look and six looks per dwell) and a selected coherent processing time (0.256 s). fur geometries similar to the Wideband orbit and scintillation conditions on the order of or more benign than that present during the experiment, the conclusion is: a space-based radar with a coherent 
